Solution Brief

Insight AWS – Workload
Migration Workshop
How to reap the benefits of migrating
Microsoft Workloads to AWS
With continuous pressure to get more from their IT investment, organisations
are increasingly looking to running their Microsoft Windows workloads in the
public cloud to support improved innovation, efficiency and value.
Insight’s AWS – Microsoft Workload Migration Workshop provides an
overview of the wealth of benefits offered by migrating Microsoft workloads
to Amazon Web Services (AWS), and shows you how you can maximise its
potential to enhance business agility through greater governance, security
and compliance, as well as increased availability, performance and reliability.
Whether you want to migrate your Microsoft workloads to AWS from another
cloud provider or from your on-premise infrastructure, Insight’s workshop will
ensure you have all the knowledge to minimise the risk and get it right.

The Business Challenge
Microsoft Windows workloads are business critical for most organisations
and increasingly high user expectations about these applications’
performance, functionality and availability are challenging IT in terms of both
resources and cost.
Providing a robust secure infrastructure, AWS can resolve this challenge.
However, understanding available AWS solutions and options and knowing
how to operationally migrate and manage your Microsoft workloads
successfully represents a steep learning curve – and in-house IT teams don’t
have the spare capacity or budget to acquire the comprehensive knowledge
skills required.

Benefits
•• Gain a clear understanding of
AWS-based Microsoft solutions
•• Understand migration scenarios
•• Get enhanced insights into
operational, cost and 		
agility benefits
•• Identify possible next steps
in your AWS cloud journey

Insight AWS – Workload Migration Workshop

Our Solution

Our experts will give you guidance on risks and how to

Insight’s AWS – Microsoft Workload Migration Workshop

further agility and cost savings, and advise on possible

provides a comprehensive view of what you need to know

next steps and our supporting services to help in your

to achieve a successful migration and gain enhanced

overall migration journey.

manage them, help you create a roadmap for achieving

operating benefits. We’ll provide awareness of use cases,
adoption models, best practices and migration strategies,
and give you insights into future innovative solutions

Why Insight

and options.

Insight is recognised as an AWS Advanced Consulting
Partner as well as one of EMEA’s largest Microsoft resellers,

A detailed presentation and whiteboard/discussion
session gives an overview of the options for your Microsoft
workloads hosted in AWS. The workshop also covers

which together gives us an unprecedented position in
the marketplace as the trusted partner in adopting and
transforming your business on AWS.

setup requirements, migration tools, and migration and
operational methodologies.

Insight AWS – Microsoft Migration Bundle
Insight AWS – Microsoft Workload Migration Workshop can be delivered independently, or bundled with other Insight AWS
– Microsoft Workload Migration services to take you from a preliminary understanding of the issues right through to the end
of your migration journey:

AWS Assessment

AWS Migration Proof of Concept

Microsoft Workload Migration

Map your Microsoft workload migration
aligned to AWS best practices and
Insight’s reference architectures.

Get a full understanding of hosting
Microsoft workloads in AWS through reallife hands-on testing and experience on
your own environment.

Identify and move the right Microsoft
workloads to AWS in the right way, with
confidence and assurance, following a
detailed migration plan and delivering
real business value.

About Insight
At Insight, we define, architect, implement and manage Insight Intelligent Technology Solutions that help your organisation
run smarter. We will work with you to maximise your technology investments, empower your workforce to work smarter,
optimise your business and create meaningful experiences.
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